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Obituary: Joseph Gentilli
(13th March 1912 to 1st August 2000)
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the last 60 years in a love
major advance in its own right. But in parallel with these
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The breadth and spread of his scholarship appears in
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these systems have teleconnections to climate
Joe once wrote ‘I have never decided
systems more widely.
beforehand what research I shall do –
Joe was the first to describe the nature of
research has always found me, but I gladly
the Leeuwin Current, a prominent ocean
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current that brings warm water in Winter
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analyzing. The success of this approach can
In 1972 he wrote about the importance of
be seen in the myriad of national and
factors in the Indian Ocean leading to the
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onset of weather patterns in other parts of
recognition of his outstanding work and
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without imposing anything. Thousands of
major work in the field. He was the first to
students have passed through UWA and
do comparative work on climate systems of the southern
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Northern Hemisphere. Typically, he took this a lot further.
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He looked at the differences across the southern continents
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essential part of modern forecasting.
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